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Abstract. BoxedAmbients (BA) replace MobileAmbients’open capability with
communication primitives acting across ambient boundaries. Expressiveness is
achievedatthepriceofcommunicationinterferencesonmessagereceptionwhose
resolution requires synchronisation of activities at multiple, distributed locations.
WestudyavariantofBAaimedatcontrollingcommunicationinterferencesaswell
as mobility ones. Our calculus draws inspiration from Safe Ambients (SA) (with
passwords) and modiﬁes the communication mechanism of BA. Expressiveness
is maintained through a new form of co-capability that at the same time registers
incoming agents with the receiver ambient and performs access control.
Introduction
ThecalculusofMobileAmbients[3](MA)introducedthenotionofambientactingatthe
same time as administrative domain and computational environment. Processes live in-
sideambients,andinsideambientscomputeandinteract.Ambientsrelocatethemselves,
carryingalongalltheircontents:theirmigration,triggeredbytheprocessestheyenclose,
models mobility of entire domains and active computational loci. Two capabilities con-
trol ambient movements: in and out. These are performed by processes wishing their
enclosingambienttomovetoasiblingand,respectively,outofitsparent,asshowbelow,
where P, Q and R are processes, m and n ambient names, | is parallel composition,
and square brackets delimit ambients’contents.
n[in m.P | Q] | m[R] −→ m[n[P | Q] | R],
m[n[out m.P | Q] | R] −→ n[P | Q] | m[R]
A third capability, open, can be used to dissolve ambients, as expressed by the reduction
open n.P | n[Q] −→ P | Q. Process interaction is by anonymous message exchanges
conﬁned inside ambients, as in
n[ M .P | (x).Q] −→ n[P | Q{x := M}],
where brackets represent outputs, curly brackets substitutions, and round parentheses
bind input variables.
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These ideas have given rise to an innovative calculus capturing several aspects of
current real-world distributed systems, and have posed some new hard problems. Pa-
per [7] unveiled a set of so-called grave interferences, i.e. situations where the inherent
nondeterminism of movement goes wild. For instance, in
k[n[in m.P | out k.R] | m[Q]]
although n’s next hop is beyond n’s control, the difference that such a choice brings
about is so big that it is difﬁcult to see how such a situation could have been purposely
programmed. Levi and Sangiorgi’s proposal of Safe Ambients (SA) [7] counters it by
using ‘co-actions’ to grant ambients a form of control over other ambients’ access. A
process willing to be entered will manifest that explicitly, as e.g. in
n[in m.P | Q] | m[in m.R | S ] −→ m[n[P | Q] | R | S ],
and similarly for out and open. Building on such infrastructure, a type-system enforced
notion of single-threadedness ensures that at any time ambients are willing to engage in
at most one activity across boundaries that may lead to grave interferences.
Recently, Merro and Hennessy [8] found useful to work with a version of SA called
SAP, where incoming ambients must be able to present a suitable password in order to
cross ambients’ boundaries. Paper [8] develops a treatable semantic theory for SAP in
the form of a labelled transition system (LTS) based characterisation of its (reduction)
barbed congruence. We will ﬁnd use for some of these ideas in the present paper too.
Another source of potential problems is open in its own nature ambient dissolver.
A process exercising such a capability will embody all the contents of the dissolved
ambient, including its capabilities and migration strategies. Of course there is nothing
inherently wrong with that and, as a matter of fact, it is where a large part of the MA’s
expressiveness resides. For instance, without it the tree structure of a system could
never shrink, but only be translated about (or grow).As a consequence, processes would
belong to the same ambient for their entire lifespan. Despite its usefulness, from the
system designer’s point of view open must be handled with the greatest care.
The calculus of BoxedAmbients [2] (BA) was born out of the observation that, after
all, there is an alternative way to yield expressiveness. Namely, direct communication
across boundaries as in the Seal calculus [15]. As shown below, in BA it is possible
to draw an input from a sub-ambient n’s local channel (viz. (x)n) as well as from the
parent’slocalchannel(viz.(x)↑),andduallywiththerolesofinputandoutputswapped.
(x)n.P | n[ M .Q | R] −→ P{x := M}|n[Q | R]
 M .P | n[(x)↑.Q | R] −→ P | n[Q{x := M}|R].
Such design choices, although remarkable in many respects, have the drawback of
introducing a great amount of non-local nondeterminism and communication interfer-
ence. This is exempliﬁed perfectly by the term below, where a single message issued
in n unleashes a nondeterministic race among three potential receivers located in three
different ambients, possibly belonging to three different administrative domains.
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This raises difﬁculties for a distributed implementation of BA, as there is a hidden, non
trivial distributed consensus problem to address at each communication.These forms of
interference are as grave as those that led to the deﬁnition of SA, as they too should be
regarded as programming errors.
In this paper we propose a variant of BA aimed at addressing such issue and at
providing a fresh foundation for the ideas behind BA. Our proposal, NBA, takes inspi-
ration from SA(P), and is based on the idea that each ambient comes equipped with two
mutually non-interfering channels, respectively for local and upward communications.
(x)n.P | n[ M ˆ ˆ.Q | R] −→ P{x := M}|n[Q | R]
 M n.P | n[(x)ˆ ˆ.Q | R] −→ P | n[Q{x := M}|R]
Hierarchical communication, whose rules are shown above, is indicated by a pair of
distinct constructors, simultaneously on input and output, so that no communication
interference is possible. Observe that the upward channel can be thought of as a gateway
between parent and child, located at the child’s and travelling with it, and poses no
particular implementation challenges.
From the theoretical viewpoint, a ﬁrst consequence of the elimination of unwanted
interferences is a set of good, expected algebraic laws for NBA, as illustrated in §1.2.
Also, the type system for BA results considerably simpliﬁed. In particular, the types
of ambients and capabilities need only record upward exchanges, while processes are
characterised by their local and hierarchical exchanges. The details will be discussed
in §2.
Observe however that limiting ourselves to banning communication interferences as
above would result in a poorly expressive calculus (although some of its good properties
have been underlined in [5]). For instance, in n[P] there would be no way for P to
communicate with its sub-ambients, unless their names were statically known. In our
effort to tackle interference we seem to have killed hierarchical communication at all.
Far from that, as a matter of fact in order to regain expressive power we only need
to reinstate a mechanism for an ambient to learn dynamically the names of incoming
ambients. Essentially, our idea is to introduce co-actions of the form enter(x) that have
the effect of binding such names to the variable x.
Observe that a purely binding mechanism such as this would not in itself be able to
controlaccess,butonlytoregistersit.SimilarlytoSA,itexpressesageneralwillingness
toacceptincomingambients;inadditiontothat,thereceivingambientlearnstheincom-
ing ambient’s name. It can thus be thought as (an abstraction of) an access protocol as
it would actually take place in real computational domains, where newly arrived agents
would have to register themselves in order to be granted access to local resources. In
order to provide ambients with a ﬁner mechanism of access control, we add a second
component to our (co-)capabilities and write rules as the one below.
a[enter b,k .P1 | P2 ]|b[enter(x,k).Q1 | Q2 ] −→ b[a[P1 | P2 ] | Q1{x := a}|Q2 ]
In practical terms, this enhances our access protocol with a form of controlling the
credentials of incoming processes (k in the rule above), as a preliminary step to the
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this mechanism, is the negotiation of credential that takes place when connecting to a
wireless LAN or to a LAN using DHCP or to a ISP using PPP.
Remarkably, our admission mechanism resembles quite closely the notion of pass-
words as developed in [8], which thus arises yet again as a natural notion to consider.
As a consequence, we beneﬁt from results similar to those in loc. cit. In particular, we
devise a labelled transition semantics (that due to space limitations only appears in the
full paper) for NBA that yield a bisimulation congruence sound with respect to (reduc-
tion) barbed congruence, and we use it to prove a number of laws. Passwords also have
a relevant role in the type system, where their types keep track of the type of (upward
exchanges of) incoming ambients, so contributing effectively to a clean and easy type
system.
As the paper will show, besides having practical, implementation-oriented features
andenjoyinggoodtheoreticalproperties,suchasarichandtractablealgebraictheoryand
a simple type system, at the same time NBA remains expressive enough. In particular,
by means of examples and encodings in §3 we show that the expressive power we
loose with respect to BA is, as expected and planned, essentially that directly related to
communication interferences.
Structure of the Paper. §1 introduces the calculus, presents the reduction semantics and
the associated notion of behavioural equivalence, and presents some of its characteristic
algebraic laws. The type system of NBA is illustrated and discussed in §2, as §3 focuses
on expressiveness issues in relation to BA and SA, including several examples and an
encoding of BA into (an extension of) NBA.
1 The NBA Calculus
The syntax of processes is given in the following and is similar to that of BA, except
that,asin[8],eachoftheoriginalcapabilitieshasaco-capabilitywithanextraargument
which may be looked upon as a password. However, unlike [8], the target ambient of a
move gets to know the name of the entering ambient as a result of synchronisation.
Names: a,b,...n,x,y,...∈ N
Locations: Messages:
η ::= a nested names M,N ::= a name 
 ˆ ˆ
upward

 enter M,N  enter M with N 
   local

 exit M,N  exit M with N 
 M.N path
Preﬁxes:
π::=M  (x1,...,x k)η   M1,...,M k η  enter(x,M)  exit(x,M)
Processes:
π::=0  P1 | P2  (νn)P  !π.P  M[P]  π.P
The operators for inactivity, composition, restriction and replication are inherited
from mainstream concurrent calculi, most notably the π-calculus [10]. Speciﬁc of am-
bient calculi are the ambient construct, M[P], and the preﬁx via capabilities, M.P.
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We use a number of notational conventions. Parallel composition has the lowest
precedence among the operators. The process M.N.P is read as M.(N.P). We write
  ˜ M η,(˜ x),(ν˜ n) for  M1,...,M k η,(x1,...,x k), (ν n1,...,n k). We omit trailing
dead processes, writing M for M.0,   ˜ M  for   ˜ M .0, and n[]for n[0]. Finally, the
operators (νn)P, enter(x,M).P, exit(x,M).P, and (˜ x)η.P act as binders for names
n, x, and ˜ x, respectively. The set of free names of P, fn(P), is deﬁned accordingly.
1.1 Reduction and Behavioural Semantics
The dynamics of the calculus is given in the form of a reduction relation −→ deﬁned
as the least relation on processes closed under parallel composition, restriction, and
ambient operator which satisﬁes the following rules.
mobility
(enter) n[enter m,k .P1 | P2]

 m[enter(x,k).Q1 | Q2]
−→ m[n[P1 | P2] | Q1{x := n}|Q2]
(exit) n[m[exit n,k .P1 | P2] | Q]

 exit(x,k).R
−→ m[P1 | P2] | n[Q] | R{x := m}
communication
(Local)( ˜ x).P

   ˜ M .Q −→ P{˜ x := ˜ M}|Q
(input n)( ˜ x)
n.P

 n[  ˜ M ˆ ˆ.Q | R] −→ P{˜ x := ˜ M}

 n[Q | R]
(output n)   ˜ M 
nP

 n[(˜ x)ˆ ˆ.Q | R] −→ P

 n[Q{˜ x := ˜ M}|R]
structural congruence
(str cong) P ≡ QQ −→ RR ≡ S implies P −→ S
As customary in process calculi, the reduction semantics is based on an auxiliary
relation called structural congruence, ≡, which brings the participants of a potential
interaction to contiguous positions. Its formal deﬁnition is similar to that for BA [2].
The reduction rules are divided in two groups: the mobility rules and the communication
rules.
As in [8], mobility requires the ambients involved to agree on a password k.I n
addition, the target of the move learns the name of the entering ambient as a result of
synchronisation.Similarideasapplytothe(exit)rule:inparticular,theco-exitcapability
is placed in the target ambient, as in [8]. Unlike loc. cit., however, the co-action does not
mention the name of the travelling ambient.
The communication rules are a simpliﬁcation of those of BA.As in BA communica-
tion is synchronous, polyadic, and, most importantly, located and across boundaries. In
bothrules(inputn)and(outputn)theunderlyinganonymouschannelistobethought
of as allocated at the sub-ambient n. In all communication rules we assume that tuples
have the same arity, a condition that later will be enforced by the type system.
As to behavioural equivalences we focus on reduction barbed congruence [6], a
standard equality based on the notions of reduction relation and observability. In am-
bients the observation predicate P ↓n is used to denote the possibility of process P of
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P ≡ (ν ˜ m)(n[P1]|P2),forn  ∈{˜ m}:sincenoauthorisationisrequiredtocrossabound-
ary, the presence of an ambient n at top level denotes a potential interaction between
the process and the environment via n. In the presence of co-capabilities, however, the
process (ν ˜ m)(n[P1]|P2) only represents a potential interaction if P1 can exercise an
appropriate co-capability.
Deﬁnition 1 (Barbs). We write P ↓n iff P ≡ (νm)(n[enter(x,k).Q | R] | S) for
{n,k}∩{ m} = ∅. We write P ⇓n if P =⇒ P  and P ↓n.
Deﬁnition 2. A relation R is: (i) reduction closed if PRQ and P → P  implies the
existence of some Q  such that Q ⇒ Q  and P RQ ; (ii) barb preserving if PRQ and
P ↓n implies Q⇓n.
Deﬁnition 3 (ReductionBarbedCongruence).Reductionbarbedcongruence,written
∼ =, is the largest congruence relation over processes which is reduction closed and barb
preserving.
Noticethatinoursettingthereisatleastanothersigniﬁcantchoiceofbarb,reﬂecting
the other form of interaction an ambient may engage with the context, viz. via commu-
nication. In particular, we could reasonably deﬁne that P has a barb at n if and only
if P ≡ (νm)(n[ · ˆ ˆ.P  | Q ] | Q  ) for n/ ∈{ m}. However, we can show that either
choices of barb result in the same equivalence. Let↓e
n denote the alternative predicate
we just deﬁne, and ∼ =e the resulting equivalence.
Proposition 1. P ∼ = Q if and only if P ∼ =e Q.
1.2 Algebraic Laws
IntheremainderofthesectionwegiveacollectionsoflawswhichholdinNBA.Allthese
laws can be easily proved using our notion of bisimilarity by exhibiting the appropriate
bisimulation relation. In most cases the bisimulation relation contains only the pair of
the processes of the law plus the identity relation. The ﬁrst set of laws is about garbage
collection: for I = J = H = ∅ one also derives l[]= 0.
Theorem 1 (Algebraic Laws).
Garbage Collection Laws
1. l[ Πi∈I(˜ xi)ni.Pi | Πj∈J(˜ xj).Pj | Πh∈H  ˜ M mh.Ph ] ∼ = 0
2. l[ Πi∈I(˜ xi)ni.Pi | Πj∈J  ˜ Mj .Pj | Πh∈H  ˜ Mh mh.Ph ] ∼ = 0
Communication Laws If |˜ x|=| ˜ M | then:
1. l[ Πj∈J  ˜ Mj ˆ ˆ] ∼ = Πj∈J l[  ˜ Mj ˆ ˆ]
2. l[(˜ x).P | ˜ M .Q] ∼ = l[P{˜ x := ˜ M}|Q]
3. (νl)((˜ x)l.P | l[  ˜ M ˆ ˆ.Q]) ∼ = (νl)(P{˜ x := ˜ M}|l[Q])
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5. Dual laws of 3 and 4 resulting from exchanging input with output preﬁxes
Mobility Laws
1. (νp)(m[enter n,p .P] | n[enter(x,p).Q]) ∼ = (νp)(n[Q{x := m}|m[P]])
2. l[m[enter n,p .P] | n[enter(x,p).Q]] ∼ = l[n[Q{x := m}|m[P]]]
3. (νp)(n[m[exit n,p .P]] | exit(x,p).Q) ∼ = (νp)(m[P] | Q{x := m})
4. l[n[m[exit n,p .P]] | exit(x,p).Q] ∼ = l[m[P] | Q{x := m}].    
The ﬁrst law says how parallel composition of upward asynchronous messages dis-
tributes on the ambient construct. The same law holds for BA; in neither case (BA, or
NBA) it extends to the case of (upward) output preﬁxes with non-nil continuation. Law
2 shows that NBA is free of interferences on local communications: it holds in SA but
not in MA and BA. The remaining laws are peculiar of NBA and show that, unlike BA,
no interference on upward communications is possible.
2 The Type System
The absence of interferences in communication has other interesting payoffs besides
those we have discussed in the previous section. Speciﬁcally, as we illustrate below, it
greatly simpliﬁes the type system over the original deﬁnition for BA [2]. The structure
of the types is as follows.
Message Types W ::= N[E] ambient/password
 C[E] capability
Exchange Types E,F ::= shh no exchange
 W1 ×···×Wk tuples (k ≥ 0)
Process Types T ::= [E,F] composite exchange
The main difference with respect to the type systems of [2] and [9] is in the structure of
ambient types, that are deﬁned here as one-place constructors of the form N[E], tracing
the upward exchanges of ambients with this type. This simpliﬁcation over previous
systems (in which ambient types are two-place constructors) is a direct consequence of
thesemanticsofcommunication,whichguaranteestheabsenceofinterferencesbetween
the local exchanges of an ambient and the upward exchanges of its nested sub-ambients.
In addition, in the present system types of the form N[E] also serve as the types of
passwords. Hence, N[E] is indeed the class of name types. When used as a password
type,N[E]enablesupwardexchangesoftypeE foranyprocessthatreliesonapassword
with this type to cross an ambient boundary. There is no type confusion in this double
role of name types, as different uses of a name have different imports in the typing rules.
An alternative would be to use two different constructors for ambient and password
names:this,however,wouldhavetheundesiredeffectofdisallowingtheuseofthesame
name in the two roles, a feature that is harmless and actually rather convenient in many
examples.78 Michele Bugliesi et al.
Table 1. Good Messages: Γ   M : W
(Env ∅)
∅   
(Env name)
Γ    a/ ∈ Dom(Γ)
Γ,a : W   
(Projection)
Γ,a : W,Γ
    
Γ,a : W,Γ
    a : W
(Path)
Γ   M1 : C[E1] Γ   M2 : C[E2]
Γ   M1.M2 : C[E1   E2]
(Enter)
Γ   M : N[E] Γ   N : N[F]( F  G)
Γ   enter M,N  : C[G]
(Exit)
Γ   M : N[E] Γ   N : N[F]( F  G)
Γ   exit M,N  : C[G]
The remaining types have the same interpretation as in previous type systems. In
particular, C[E] is the type of capabilities exercised within ambients with upward ex-
change of type E, and [E,F] is the type of processes with local exchange of type E and
upward exchanges of type F. The role of the type shh also is similar to that played by
the corresponding type in the type system of BA. As in that case, it indicates absence
of exchanges, and can be assigned to processes that do not have any local or upward
exchange. In addition, in the type systems for NBA, shh provides for a silent mode
for mobility in a way similar to, but substantially simpler than, the moded types of [2].
Speciﬁcally, the typing rules guarantee that a boundary crossing, say by ambient n, via a
password of type N[shh] involves no learning of names. Thus, unless the target ambient
knows the name n statically, the use of a N[shh] password guarantees that ambients can
move irrespective of their upward exchanges.
We proceed with the presentation of the typing rules.Table 1 gives the rules for valid
type environments and for messages.
The relation F  G, with F and G exchange types, holds true if and only if F ∈
{shh,G}. The rules (Enter) and (Exit) deﬁne the types of capabilities in terms of the
type of the component passwords: together with the typing rules for processes, ambients
and mobility of Table 3, they construe the types of passwords as interfaces for mobility.
In particular, if the type F associated with password N is a message type W, then N
constrains any ambient relying upon it for mobility to have upward exchanges of type
W (cf. rules (Preﬁx) and (Amb) in Table 3). If instead F = shh, then N enforces no
constraint, as the type G in the conclusion of the rule can be any exchange type. Rule
(Path) follows the same intuition: it is applicable only when E1   E2 exists,   being
the lub associated with .
Tables 2 to 4 deﬁne the typing of processes. The rules in Table 2 are standard. The
rules in Table 3 complement those in Table 1 in governing mobility. Rule (Amb)i s
standard, and construes the type N[E] as the interface of ambient M for any process
which knows name M: any such process may have sound E exchanges with M,a s
the process enclosed within M has upward exchanges of this type. The rules for the
mobility co-actions provide similar guarantees for the exchanges a process may have
with ambients whose name the process learns by exercising the co-capability. In this
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Table 2. Good processes I: Γ   P :[ E,F]
(Par)
Γ   P :[ E,F] Γ   Q :[ E,F]
Γ   P | Q :[ E,F]
(Repl)
Γ   P :[ E,F]
Γ   !P :[ E,F]
(Dead)
Γ   
Γ   0 :[ E,F]
(New)
Γ,n : N[G]   P :[ E,F]
Γ   (νn:N[G])P :[ E,F]
Table 3. Good Processes II (mobility)
(Amb)
Γ   M : N[E] Γ   P :[ F,E]
Γ   M[P] :[ G,H]
(Preﬁx)
Γ   M : C[F] Γ   P :[ E,G]( F  G)
Γ   M.P :[ E,G]
(Co-enter)
Γ   M : N[ ˜ W] Γ,x : N[ ˜ W]   P :[ E,F]
Γ   enter(x,M).P :[ E,F]
(Co-exit)
Γ   M : N[ ˜ W] Γ,x : N[ ˜ W]   P :[ E,F]
Γ   exit(x,M).P :[ E,F]
(Co-enter-silent)
Γ   M : N[shh] Γ   P :[ E,F]( x  ∈ fv(P))
Γ   enter(x,M).P :[ E,F]
(Co-exit-silent)
Γ   M : N[shh] Γ   P :[ E,F]( x  ∈ fv(P))
Γ   exit(x,M).P :[ E,F]
in the rules (co-enter) and (co-exit), we are guaranteed that ˜ W is indeed the type of
the exchanges of the incoming ambient. If instead the password type is N[shh], then no
such guarantee can be provided, as it is easily veriﬁed by an inspection of the (Preﬁx)
rule and of the rules for communication in Table 4. To recover soundness, rules (co-
enter/exit-silent) require that no use be made of the continuation process P of the
variable x (hence of the name of the incoming ambient, unless the name was known
already to P).An alternative sound solution would be to generalise the (co-enter) and
(co-exit)rulesby(systematically)replacingthetype ˜ W withagenericexchangetypeG.
Although such an approach would allow to dispense with rules (co-enter/exit-silent)
and(co-exit-silent),theresultingsystemwouldbelessgeneralthanthepresentone,in
that ambients using silent passwords (i.e. of type N[shh]) for mobility would be required
to be upward silent. Notice, in fact, that we impose no such constraint: the typing rules
only prevent upward exchanges with the processes enclosed in ambients reached by the
use of a silent password.
The type system is sound, as expected.
Proposition 2 (Subject Reduction). If Γ   P : T is a derivable judgement in NBA,
and P −→ Q, then Γ   Q : T is also a derivable judgement.80 Michele Bugliesi et al.
Table 4. Good Processes III (input/output)
(Input)
Γ, ˜ x: ˜ W   P :[˜ W,E]
Γ   (˜ x: ˜ W).P :[˜ W,E]
(Inputˆ ˆ)
Γ, ˜ x: ˜ W   P :[ E, ˜ W]
Γ   (˜ x: ˜ W)ˆ ˆ.P :[ E, ˜ W]
(Input M)
Γ   M : N[ ˜ W] Γ, ˜ x: ˜ W   P :[ G,H]
Γ   (˜ x: ˜ W)
M.P :[ G,H]
(Output)
Γ   ˜ M : ˜ W, Γ   P :[˜ W,E]
Γ   ˜ M .P :[˜ W,E]
(Outputˆ ˆ)
Γ   ˜ M : ˜ W, Γ   P :[ E, ˜ W]
Γ   ˜ M ˆ ˆ.P :[ E, ˜ W]
(Output N)
Γ   N : N[ ˜ W],Γ  ˜ M : ˜ W, Γ   P :[ G,H]
Γ   ˜ M 
N.P :[ G,H]
3 Examples
WeillustratetheexpressivepowerofNBAanditsalgebraictheorywithseveralexamples.
The ﬁrst is a standard expressiveness test: the encoding of the pi-calculus [10].
3.1 Encoding of Channels
Amongthepossiblesolutions,wepresentthemostcompactone,whichfurtherillustrates
the power of our co-actions. We only show the encoding of channels, the remaining
clauses are deﬁned homomorphically.
{| c  ˜ M P |}  (νa)(c[  ˜ M ˆ ˆ.c[exit c,a ]] | exit(x,a).{| P |} )
{| c(˜ x)P |}  (˜ x)c.{| P |}
Given the direct nature of the encoding, its operational correctness is simple to prove.
Let > ∼ denote the expansion relation [1], an asymmetric variant of ≈ such that P > ∼ Q
holds if P ≈ Q, and P has at least as many τ-moves as Q.
Lemma 1 (OperationalCorrespondence).IfP
τ
− −→ P then{| P |}
τ
− −→ > ∼{| P  |}.
Conversely,if{| P |}
τ
− −→ Q,thenthereexistsP suchthatP
τ
− −→ P andQ> ∼{| P  |}.
Proof. By transition induction. Expansion relations are derived by law in Theorem 1.3.
The result extends to weak reductions. Based on that, and on the compositionality of
{ |·| }, we can show that the encoding is sound in the following sense.
Theorem 2 (Equational Soundness). If {| P |} ∼ = {| Q|} then P ∼ = Q.
3.2 NBA versus BA and SA
The next suite of examples relates NBA and its ‘parent’calculi BA and SA, reinforcing
our claim that NBA removes non-determinism from BA, and providing more a formal
statement about their relative expressive power.Communication Interference in Mobile BoxedAmbients 81
A One-to-One Communication Server. Our ﬁrst example is a system that represents
a server for point-to-point communication.
w(k)=k[ enter(x,k).enter(y,k).(!(z)x. z y | !(z)y. z x) ]
Here w(k) is a bidirectional forwarder for any pair of incoming ambients. An agent
willing to participate in a point-to-point communication must know the password k and
should be implemented as the process A(a,k,P,Q)=a[enter k,k .P | exit k,k .Q],
withP performingtheexpected(upward)exchanges.Acompleteimplementationofthe
point-to-point server can be then deﬁned as shown below:
o2o(k)=( νr)(r[   ˆ ˆ] | !() r.(w(k) | exit( ,k).exit( ,k).r[   ˆ ˆ]))
The process o2o(k) accepts a pair of ambients within the forwarder, provides them
with the necessary support of the point-to-point exchange and then lets them out before
preparing a new instance of w(k) for a new protocol session. Given the conﬁguration
o2o(k) | A(k,a1,P 1,Q 1) | ··· |A(k,an,P n,Q n), we are guaranteed that at most one
pairofagentscanbeactivewithink atanygiventime(k islockeduntilthetwoambients
are inside k). In particular, one has:
(νk)( o2o(k) | A(k,a1, M ˆ ˆ.P1,Q 1) | A(k,a2,(x)ˆ ˆ.P2{x},Q 2) | Πi∈IA(K,ai,R i,S i))
=⇒ ∼ = (νk)( o2o(k) | a1[P1 | Q1] | a2[P2{x := M}|Q2] | Πi∈IA(K,ai,R i,S i))
This says that once (and if) the two agents have reached the forwarder, no other agent
knowing the key k can interfere and prevent them from completing their exchange.
The equivalence above follows by the ‘garbage collection’ and the ‘mobility’ laws of
Theorem1.Inparticular,oncethetwoambientsarebackattoplevel,thecurrentlyactive
instance of the forwarder k has the form k[!(z)a1. z a2|!(z)a2. z a1] ∼ = 0.
Theuseoftheforwardertoimplementapoint-to-pointcommunicationprotocolmay
at ﬁrst appear artiﬁcial, for it would seem that two ambients wishing to communicate
are likely to know their partner’s name, and could then interact without intervention of a
thirdparty.Indeed,inNBAtheexamplecanbesimpliﬁedwiththeseassumptions.InBA,
instead, the knowledge of names still poses a challenge due to possible communication
interferences. To illustrate the point, let us consider the following BA coding of the
protocol.
a[in b.in k.P] | b[k[!(x). x a | !(x)a. x ] | Q]
HereQcanreadfromandwritetok toexchangevalueswithP insidea,butitisnotobvi-
ous what P should do. Clearly, with k as above, it must use local communication to talk
with k, and hence with Q. However, this would not avoid interference with its own local
exchanges. Not is it clear how to ban such unwanted effect, as there seem to be similar
problems with several different implementations of k. For instance, using k[!(x). x ] a
and b may end up re-reading their own messages; while with k[!(x). x |(x)↑. x a] the
upward read by k may mistakenly synchronise with local output in b.
A Print Server. Our next example implements a print server to print jobs arriving off
the network in the order of arrival. We give the implementation in steps. First consider
the following process that assigns a progressive number to each incoming job.82 Michele Bugliesi et al.
enqueue(k)= ( νc)(c[ 1 ˆ ˆ] | !(n)c.enter(x,k). n x.c[ n +1  ˆ ˆ])
The (private) ambient c holds the current value of the counter. The process accepts a
job and delivers it the current number. Then, it updates the counter and prepares for the
next round. Now, we can show how this can be turned into a print server (enqueue(k) is
deﬁned as above):
prtsrv(k)= k[ enqueue(k) | print ]
print =( νc)(c[ 1 ˆ ˆ] | !(n)c.exit(x,n).(data)x.(P{data}|c[ n +1  ˆ ˆ])
job(M,s)=( νp)p[ enter s,s .(n)ˆ ˆ.(νq)q[exit p,n . M ˆ ˆ]]
Process job(M,s) enters the server prtsrv(s), it is assigned a number to be used as a
password for carrying the job M to the printer process P (note that the use of passwords
is critical here).
This situation appears hard to implement with SA(P) or BA. In SA(P) because one
would need to know the names of the incoming jobs to be able to assign them their
numbers. In BA because dequeuing the jobs (according to the intended FIFO policy)
requires a test of the number a job has been assigned, and an atomic implementation of
such test appears problematic.
BA  NBA + Guarded Choice. In order to relate BA and NBA more formally, and
support our claim that the only loss of expressiveness in the passage is very directly
relatedtheremovalofgravecommunicationinterferences,wepresentanencodingofBA
intoanextendedversionofNBA.Precisely,weenrichNBAwithalimited,focusedform
of nondeterminism, viz. a sum operator, that we use in the encoding to circumscribed
the nondeterminism in communication typical of BA. Besides showing the relationship
between the two calculi, this has the further advantage of localising their differences in
a single construct.
The encoding is deﬁned parametrically over four names n,mv,pr,pw: n is the name
oftheambient(ifany)thatenclosestheprocessthatweareencoding,whiletheremaining
threenamesareusedaspasswords.Toeasethenotation,weusethefollowingshorthands:
cross =! enter(x,mv) | !exit(x,mv), in n = enter n,mv , and out n = exit n,mv .
Theencodingisdeﬁnedintermsoftwomutuallyrecursivetranslations,{ |·| } n and    ·    n,
with { |·| } n leading.The interesting cases are given below, where we assume the implicit
side condition that p,y / ∈ fn(P).
{| P |} n = cross |   P     n
   m[P]    n = m[{| P |} m]
   (x)aP     n =( x)a    P     n
   (x)P     n =( x)   P     n +( x)ˆ ˆ   P     n + exit(y,pw)(x)y    P     n
   (x)↑P     n =( νp)p[exit n,pr .(x)ˆ ˆ.enter n,p . x ˆ ˆ] | enter(y,p)(x)y    P     n
    M aP     n =  M a    P     n
    M P     n =  M    P     n +  M ˆ ˆ   P     n + exit(y,pr) M y    P     n
    M ↑P     n =( νp)p[exit n,pw . M ˆ ˆ.enter n,p .  ˆ ˆ] | enter(y,p)()y    P     nCommunication Interference in Mobile BoxedAmbients 83
The remaining cases are deﬁned homomorphically.
The encoding { |·| } n provides unboundedly many co-capabilities, at all nesting lev-
els, so that ambient mobility in BA is rendered faithfully. As for the translation of the
communication primitives, the intuition is the following. The upward exchanges of a
BA term are dealt with by the taxi ambients that exit the enclosing ambient n to deliver
output (or collect input) and then return to n to unlock the continuation P. The use
of restricted names as passwords is essential here for the continuation P to be able to
identifyitshelpertaxiambientwithoutriskofconfusion.Asforthetranslationofalocal
input/output,thethreebranchesofthechoicereﬂectthethreepossiblesynchronisations:
local,fromupward,fromanestedambient.Note,inparticular,thattheright-mostbranch
ofthesechoicesmayonlymatchupwardrequeststhatareencodingsofupwardrequests:
this is guaranteed by the use of the passwords pr and pw that regulate the movements
of the read/write taxi ambients. The use of two different passwords ensures that they do
not interfere with each other and with other BA ambients’moves, as the latter use mv.
Using the algebraic laws in §1.2 we can show that the encoding is operationally cor-
rectinthesenseofLemma1forsingle-threaded terms.Thesingle-threadednesshypoth-
esis here, although morally identical to SA’s, is adapted to NBA to record that engaging
in inter-ambient communications is an activity across ambient boundaries that may as
well create grave interferences. For instance, a[ x ˆ ˆ| exit n,k .P ] cannot be consid-
eredsingle-threaded,asillustratedby,say,thecontextexit(x,k).R |n[(x)aQ |−].The
technical deﬁnition is not particularly enlightening, and we omit it in this presentation.
Theorem 3. If P and Q are single-threaded , then {| P |} n ∼ = {| Q|} n implies P ∼ = Q.
Theprooffollowsthesamepatternastheoneoutlinedfortheencodingofpi-calculus
channels.The additional hypothesis on the source terms P and Q is needed to guarantee
theatomicityoftheprotocolthatimplementsanupwardexchange(oncethetaxiambient
leaves n, we need to make sure that no process causes n to move).
4 Conclusion and Future Work
We presented NBA, a new foundation for the calculus of Boxed Ambients that elimi-
nates grave communication interferences without renouncing to mobility and with no
further lost of expressiveness. NBA greatly enhances the distributed nature of BA in the
precise sense of removing some obvious challenges to implementation in a distributed
scenario.The basic mechanism of NBA is to promote co-capabilities to the role of bind-
ing constructs that inform ambients of the incoming ambient’s name. Together with a
system of password control which veriﬁes the visitor’s credentials, this yields an inter-
esting way to learn names dynamically that makes up for most of the expressiveness
lost by removing from BA the interference-prone forms of across-boundary commu-
nication. Furthermore, the access protocol of NBA has a practical, realistic ﬂavour, at
all analogous to the negotiation needed for new computational agents to join existing
agent communities, such as networks. We are currently investigating a variant of our
calculus where co-capabilities are not binding but they rather perform a renaming of
the incoming ambient, as in the Seal calculus [15], giving the recipient full control of
the incoming ambients. This variant would be a perfect candidate to compare ambient84 Michele Bugliesi et al.
calculi and Seal. Actually, passwords in NBA plays the same role as channels in Seal:
they allow synchronisation for code mobility.
From the theoretical viewpoint, NBA enjoys a rich algebraic theory. Its barbed con-
gruence admits a sound coinductive characterisation built on a LTS semantics. We
strongly conjecture that such characterisation is also complete. We presented a type
system for NBA whose simplicity and generality relies also on passwords.The mobility
types of [9] can be applied in NBA at no additional cost.
Finally, we have characterised the loss of expressiveness by means of several small
examples and an encoding of BA to a version of NBA enriched with guarded choice.
We plan in future work to investigate encodings without sum, following the lines of,
e.g., [11]. We expect only very weak forms of encoding to hold, so as to conﬁrm the
present characterisation of the expressiveness gap between BA and NBA.
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